
Ns. Jennifer Prior 
	 2/14/95 

Carroll &Graf 
260 Fifth Ave., 
Beew York, NY 10001 

Dear Ns. Prior, 

The first batch of proofs and your 2/10 renehed hors just as I was being driven 

to the johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, whieh took the whole day. I was able 

to road to XI xii, where , was stumped. 'the footnote is mother than I wrote and is 

incorrect. So I have to begin with what I could not figure out yesterday, how to make 

it correct without requiring a change in paging. 	do it, but with having to count 

units it will take some time. I'll rush to the degree possible for me but I write to 

tell you thet if there is much of this, no matter how much I rush it will take time. 

As 1  indicated eArlier, I'm almost 02, feeble 'and limiteitin what I am no* able 

to do. i cannot sit at a desk with my feet under it because 1  must keep them elevated. 

sou can see what this means to my typing. You ask me to answer the copy editor's 

questions. That I will have to do last. I cannot spread the copy out on my desk and turn 

the pages of it a. I finish with each sheet of proof a. And those proofs I have to hold 

sideways or a clipboard to write on them, there being two to a sheet. It will speed 

things up if we Unde4etand that I'll not be adding the citations i tolUrou are not 

possible for me and if you giltJ.-Aim the proof page numbers On whichAeylrppear. I 

have a copy of what I Lent you so I return 	in the event you do this. If you do not, 

please understand that because eaenot use both the copy and the page proofs together 

that will take me some time. I cannot depend on remembering those things as 1  read the 

ptoofs. 

elthough the indications are that except for the Epilogue and the Afterword the 

entire book was retyped earlier, I was not aware of that and did not see any of it 

until I tried to answer the copy editor's questions as best I can. As a result, if 

there is much like the footnote on xii when can do nothing that will change paging 

it may take some time! 

Hot being informed creates other time problems. The trip to Baltimore alone always 

tires me for a day or so. I rested poorly last night. Today I have three medical appoint-

mentlin the morning. I'll be lucky to get mach done in the afteion. Tomorrow morning I 

have to take my wife to the hospital for testa that we have been told will take hours. 

So I cannot expect to eet much done tomorrow. aside from a few other medical appointments 

we did not have time to delay I have two every other morning. These I cannot change. But 

they are firit thing in the morning.And on dayspe,tesel- I m4gatego out I have to take 

two hours for walking in a mall, meet of liich is restimg, to do what walking I can for 

my heart, which was opreated on more than five years ago. But I'll rush as much as I can. 
Dou you Walt me to wait until 1 have finial= this batch or should I sent it in takes? 

Best wishes, 
litz-e.(71  liarold Weisberg 



2/8/95 
Ar. Jennifer Prior 
Carroll & Graf 
260 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Me. Prior, 

nerewith the answers an cokments I can make to the copy editor's flagged 

questions for the last part of Waal AGAIN! 

Thinkig aboWt the question, 589, asking for the "correct" name of Senator n.gri 

which I took to mean which senator by that name, I quoted the memo verbatim and it 

does not mRkP that identification. I think that of the alternatives, idcntyiLg him 

as Scuntr Edward Long, which might be correct, cs the poorest because ti might not 

be correct. 

Two alteratives are to leave the quote undistaed or to add a note saying that 

which Wii:--44-e-f8enatol. ."c,n4is not indicated. and the litter ast;umes what do not 
recall Ikther way, whether Russell

4 
 then was still a Senator. 

I appreciate that UPS was used thiL; time. That meant although getting it too 

late to use it yesterday 1 was able to respond to each flag in time to maile the 

12erning mail this morning. 

Sincerely, 

.1/ 
7,7P/t/ 

"'cold Weisberg 



499 asks for JANA page. As I eeplained before, got ing this page citations is not im, 
poseible for me because I do not haveeccess to our basement where, after two years, 
I Lae to move all of that for space ie my office 

500 Ditto 

502 Ditto. This note also asks re lines 1 and 2 can 29 be changed to 20. I think this 

refers back to 500, the CBS beopeicast of 17, so 0E. 

503-JANA-ditto 

505-Ditto 

507 Ditto 

51':.; Ditto 

514 Ditto. I do not see the purpose of the other note opplLite 11 lines up. It reads Per 
AFIP (check mark) when blusfoerg  was director from 1963-7, rank was Eaj. Gen. But OK 

515 JAMA ditto 

516 JAMA ditto 

525Ditto 

526 Ditto 
Hy Bitt8  529 529 Ditto 

is 
535 In flipping  the pages I notice that lines Allem= eliminated. This not what I 

v  believe is nornal copy editing  and it denies the rear /information the reader should 
have as should the record for history for later scholars. After four lines there 
is another such excision. I believe this is true also of the last excision on this 

page. I have said that I have the full steno transcript of Finck's Neu Orleans testi-
moey but I here restrict myself to what I cite of it that I used in Post :..ortem. 
Thii: change thus makes the book appear to be drawing on all of Finek's testimony 

when it does not. It ones only what used in PM. 
0 

536 JAhA ditto. Ny eye ooeld not miss the extensive cut at the bott
4
m half of this page 

so I road it and the cut through most of 538. %is chapter is '1 as There a "ill-

tary Conseiracy?ff Even if this in HMO ways might duplicate what I say gins eeee-

where, and I do not believe it does, it belong  here very much. It eliminates jogy. 
Alltd.etitmeederthat the military controDed the autopsy absolutely! And that e- 1 
in an essential in this chapter and in the book and in history.liereover, as this 
cut continuos through page 537, how can mere copy editing  rebuiie the fact that 

the government got Boswell to go to New 'rloans prepared to be a witness for the 
Clay Shaw defense/. While at this point I can do nothing about it I believe this 

_12 
is riot copy editing by any standard, is very wrong, sheuld never ben done without 

the consent of the author, h t the book and maes much less of a 'record for cut 
history of it that it would have been. have no dies how many of these they may 

be because I'm just turning  pages to get to the clipon notes. This ii editing 



.2 

content  and that is riot copy editing. I also, being able to do nothing elco 
___-- 

about,  t vceord the fact this and anything Weelse like it violates the agreement we 

4)  reach n the editing anout a your and a half ago, in writing. I see in turnine to 

the next clipon note that much more of this is done. I regard it as wrong, as very 

wrong and as interfering with the content and what this book and this particular 

chapter say about the possibility of a military conspiracy. 

544 JANA. ditto 

545 ditto 

546 In turning the pages I see that all but four lines of this page have been el; minuted. 

What is eliminated begins byaldressing the reasons for which the military could 

have or would have taken control,lf the autopsy and then goes into them. Sane is 

true of 547-8. In eilieinating the end pace and a half of this chapter its conclusion 

was also eliminated. This happens also to have been a summine up of information for 

the reader oath, matter. 
ea- 

552 The note reads "Earlier iLiare inches of Connally's fourth rib!" Idle ally copy editor 

should change the earlier reference to make it the same As this. j'his is correct. I 

do net have access to the transcript of DoJ.co's interview so to confira my rocellection 

i AgalVe Warren Repett. It sayr, fifth on page 92. 

557-8 In taming pagee =see that COpy editing also includes eliminating what the autjor 

regards an importa cith respect to Arlen Specter, who arranged the corruption of our 

history with regard to the medical and ballistics and related evide4e jto eliminate 

reference to ha;; no did the same thing to make OareneeTIceLeu a ji6tice of the 

Supreme Court. T4is is sagt cow  editing? Or is it becoming part of Specter's 
announced campaign for the presidency? This is part of a portrayal of the man who 

did what he dtdIgIfter profited politically from the deepest of possible sub- 

versions in a country like ours. This is among other things censorship, not editing, 
and as with the generals above, very, very wrong. 

572 JANA ditto 

574 The note roads after reference to what Finck Italigeto, that they "were 'told 

not te,
/  
trace the path of the bullet 'hough the body and therefore did not." Al- 

though I al rushine to be able to get this in today's nail 1 took:the time to read 

back and through this. It refers to his "ow Orleans testimony. I now cannot re- 

trieve that transcript to cite the page. • believe I used it in full earlier, and 
this gets to an earlier excision noted above, that all I cited from that testimony 

is what 1  used of it in Post lortem.ve 

5i5e 589 The note reds "Correct' name of Long?" In chookiqg back to see whiehltmator Long 

is referred to in what i have within quotee1 see that or. page 588 the sources of MY 

dtrectquotationeSenatorIbassereis ed by 

date need their page numbers? I have checked my office files on all those mamed a 



and the cited record is not there. Not only do I now not havedocese to those files 

in the basement but mememebeeause this i s a direct quotation I believe that the FBI ee 
record did not identify which Senator tong. I do not recall when Senator Russell Long 

of Louisianee term eneed. Senator Edward ;one of Miseouei, much more liberal than 

Russell Long, was still in the Senate in 1968. Unless in the me. there is an earlier 

reference to him, I think it would be-ieCletter not to add Edward's name as I think 

is indicated ih line 3 as to be done. From their political records it is vore likely that 
Russell would be more anti-Warren that Edward and that Cuneo would be more likely from 

a his politics to be close to Russell. Tamm's first lie is not asked for and there were 7114-27 
vac 

brothers. The one referred to her is E.A., thee; a tip asoistalit to ffeover and later a 

federal appeals court judge. 

This is the last note. Because I believe there can be interest in the Afterword by the 

board that is to see to it that all assassination records are disclosed I turned to it 

to see if there are any excisions of what could be of interest to it. I find that on 

749 what abeolutele should not have been eliminated referring to the precedures of the 

H4was cut. Again, while I do not make an issue of it, I think it should be restired. 

If the conzideretion was space, this is of but 10 typed lines. 
750- I thank the short elimination of others getting records, two lines and one word, 

can be JigiUg to reflect on me. I did not and do not want to present myself an the 

only one to force records from the memory hole and I was not alone. By the time this book 

appears it is likely that a committee will have more pagee thaA('-  do. 

751 rekewise Ay credit to 	for i=tafthoso lawsuits when t could not pay him. 
756 Changes a name within quotes where the man was given as "Marian" and my four lines 

ceieeer 
of xplanation. This is wrong for several reason. One is that the quotation is from and 

„----- 	 4  
refslcts on the Neel HECA. t reflectec their careleaneso among other tinge;  Also 

eliminated tlie the identification of Canning. e now do not remember why .'.. included 

his nom:: when It it ie not within wilat I quote. It is not iapossibke that he was there 

and is cited asking a question or answering one. 



Ms. Jennifer Prior 
c/o Carroll & Graf 
260 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10001 

Dear Ms. prior, 

2/4/95 

Enclosed are a copy of Raphaela Seroy's letter to me of 1/31, a page from pato 
''ase Open that should with correction, be included in NEVER AGAIN! and my responses 
to the copy editor's questions. Raphaela askee me to send them to you. 

It mayleeem strange to you that I tell you I cannot cite what is in my basement 
because I do not have access to it. /luch of this is rather strange to me, too. Peter 

andlmn  Skutches and I reached ageeeement on what woulefoeul  e 
ig 

 ted the 
mi
ddle of 1993 

an
d  

he then told me the ms. would then go$ to the copy editor. If that had happen4d/Ithen 
was able to use the stairs a little and I also had a student part-time helper who had 
q little time in which she could retrieve and refgae for me. The first knowledge I had 
that the MB. had been retyped was on opening thy, i cage from Raphaela. In a year and a 
half.athough I believe that citations to the issue of the magazine quoted should be 
adeqwatepI am more than willing to add the page numbers if and when that is possible. 

If that is not too late. 

lie are in the early stages or what is predicted to be a severe show storm. As 
itt5 a.m. this motning,I can see six inches of snow atop a bird feeder! Thu prediction 
is that we can get up to two feet of it by tomorrow, whole winds of 40 mph are:: prep 
dieted. That means at the leach drifting, and I've seen drifts 18 feet high around here, 

and possibly trews down. Hranches down alone can interrupt0 current for al a4 long as 
it ilia takeeto eet a crew and for it to find the break.I do not know ho.,, long it will - 
be before we can get out or anyone can get in. We are 350 feet from the country road on 
which we live. It is probable that someone can get in before it is safe for my wife and 
me to 'y to go out. With luck in two and a half months we will have isms[ accumulated 165 
years between ue.And we bother- limited  more than by our years. Aithoueh it etbeeds what 
is medically prohibited for me, froe time to tine :L have to help her out of a chair. 4 
typing, for which I apologize, is in part as bad as it is because T must keep, my legs 
elevated when I am sitting. 

Why in the basement? 

I go about a third of a million pages of once-secret government records by a series 
of FOIA lawsuits. The only dpace we have for them and about 10 file cabinets of my own 
work produc$ is the be6ement.My small office holds 24 file cabinets of which seven are 
two-drawer. There is not even stacking space atop them. Nor sj;ce in them. So my cur-
rent writing is in b4es atop these cabinets. If 1 live lone enough to write another book 
I'll have to get the Case Open boxes to the basement to have room for another file Aox! 

go please beiieve me, it just is not possible for me to get that letter to me from 



Carroll & Graf Publishers inc. 
260 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10001 (212) 889-8772 Fax (212) 546-7909 
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